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In this supplementary material we provide additional details about the experimental setup used in the main paper,
results about the stability of the proposed Skip-Sideways
training, and additional qualitative results obtained in the
reconstruction task.

1. Notation
We denote input temporal sequences by x =
[t]
[t]
∈
(x[t] )K
∈ Rd and outputs by y = (y [t] )K
t=1 , y
t=1 , x
dy
R . We mainly focus on video clips, where each frame
has dimension d = h × w × 3. In action recognition tasks,
we have y [t] = y [1] . We use single-frame 2D CNNs that
map inputs to logits Mθ : Rd → Rdy . These networks are
compositions of layers, written as
Mθ (x[t] ) = HD (·, θD )◦HD−1 (·, θD−1 )◦. . .◦H1 (x[t] , θ1 )
where each layer Hl (·, ·) is a function Hl : Rdl−1 × Rpl →
Rdl , ◦ is a composition, i.e., G ◦ F (x[t] ) = G(F (x[t] )), and
θ = (θl )l , θl ∈ Rpl are trainable parameters. We also use
[t]
hl = Hl (·, θl ) ◦ . . . ◦ H1 (x[t] , θ1 ) to denote activations at
layer l.
We use L : Rdy × Rdy → R defined as L(hD , y) =
PK
P [t]
[t]
[t]
[t]
t=1 l(hD , y ) =
t l , where hD are logits, i.e.,
[t]
hD = Mθ (x[t] ), and l isPa loss at time t, e.g., a crossentropy loss l(h, y) = − i p(yi ) log q(hi ). We update
model parameters
P with the temporally averaged gradients,
i.e., θ := θ − α t ∇θ l[t] , where α is a learning rate.
We use the following notation for Jacobian tensors. Let
∂H(h,θ)
(h, θ) = ∂H(h,θ)
be the Jacobian tensor of
∂h
∂h
h=h

H(h, θ) with respect to the variable h evaluated at h = h,
θ = θ. Note that, we use bold fonts to distinguish between
formal and actual values of the variables. We also use a short(hl−1 ,θl )
l
hand notation ∂h∂hl−1
(hl−1 , θl ) = ∂Hl∂h
(hl−1 , θl ).
l−1
∗ The
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2. Experimental setup
Datasets. We use three datasets:
• HMDB51 has 6,770 video clips representing 51 actions [7], sampled at 30fps. We use the same train and
test splits as [5, 9, 11].
• UCF101 [13] has 13,320 videos clips and 101 human
actions, sampled at 25fps, with clips having 7.21sec on
average.
• Kinetics600 (K600) is a large-scale dataset for action
recognition [2] with around 490,000 videos. It has
600 human actions, and each action has at least 600
video clips per action. The clip duration is 10s, with
frame-rate 25fps.
Tasks. Here we give additional details for the reconstruction
task used in the main paper. At each time-step t, the network
predicts the frame at time-step t + 8, i.e., we want to learn a
mapping Mθ (x[t] ; θ) → y [t] = x[t+8] for all t. We choose
a displacement of 8 frames into the future as this corresponds
to the number of Skip-Sideways or Sideways units that we
use. That is, the output layer has to make a prediction for
the frame that the first layer is about to see. Hence the models have no access to the observation they must predict. To
successfully solve this task, it may be helpful for the models to learn to capture the underlying motion in the scene
so they can re-distribute pixels
PTaccordingly. We minimise
the following objective: T1 t=1 ||Mθ (x[t] ) − x[t+8] ||2l2 .
We compare Skip-Sideways against Sideways. The results
of Skip-Sideways are significantly better than the equivalent model trained with Sideways (see additional qualitative
results included in Figure 6) and it shows the benefit of integrating temporal information through direct and shortcut
connections.
Distributed setting. We experiment on K600 using two
multi-host setups, where we use either 8 or 16 hosts. Each
host has 8 TPUs (Tensor Processing Units) amounting to 64

TPUs in the first setup, and 128 in the second setup. We use
the second setup only for large batch-size experiments shown
in Table 6, in the main paper. Unless we write otherwise, we
use batch-size 16 per host. Hence, the total batch-size is 128
in the first setup and 256 in the second setup.
For VGG8, we put each layer of the network into a single
Skip-Sideways unit and stick all units to different devices.
For VGG16, we group two consecutive layers into a single
Skip-Sideways unit and also stick all units to different devices.
Note that VGG’s design is convenient for the experiments
as it has no shortcut connections and has roughly the same
number of layers as the maximal number of devices (one
per device for VGG8 and two for VGG16) that we use to
distribute Skip-Sideways units. In the distributed setup, we
use JAX [1] and Haiku [3].
GPipe. We have adapted GPipe [4], another realisation
of a distributed training by pipelining. Here, we use the
same breakdown of our models to different pipeline stages,
e.g., two consecutive VGG16 layers are allocated to a single
pipeline stage and hence to a single device. Since the original
GPipe has been designed to work with non-temporal data,
we have extended it to work with videos by creating batches
of frames as micro-batches, using the GPipe terminology. As
GPipe implements correct BP, it also has two phases, forward
and backward, with a parameters update that follows that
on each device separately. Figure 1 illustrates comparison
between GPipe and Skip-Sideways training in terms of device
allocation.
In summary, in GPipe, (i) every micro-batch induces a
forward and a backward computation on every device, (ii)
activations on every device have to be kept alive until the
backwards pass, hence increasing memory pressure, (iii) unless the number of micro-batches is sufficiently large there
exists a non-negligible pipeline ‘bubble’ effect, and (iv) latency, and hence the overall performance, varies as the result
of the moving ‘bubble’. By contrast, (i) we only pay the cost
of the backward computation (to simultaneously compute
activations and gradients), (ii) each device does not have to
hold previous activations as we exploit temporal correlation,
(iii) we induce no bubble, (iv) latency is the same for each
frame.

3. Models
3D VGG and Causal 3D VGG. We ‘inflate’ [2] 2D VGG
to 3D VGG and train it from scratch, following the I3D
model. That is, we extend spatial VGG16 [12] kernels to
include temporal direction. We use 3×3×3 kernel shapes for
convolutions and max-pooling. Since Skip-Sideways training
is real-time and hence causal, for a fair comparison, we have
also implemented Causal 3D VGG. We have observed a
slightly better performance with kernels 3 × 3 × 3 over
2 × 3 × 3 (from 63.7 to 64.2). For simiplicity, we illustrate
the later variant in Figure 2a). We train all the models with

ADAM [6] and a cosine learning rate schedule.
Full-Res network. As a proof-of-concept, we have implemented a network that maintains the input resolution through
all the layers. We have designed the architecture to be (i) conceptually simple, (ii) not reduce spatial dimensions, and (iii)
be better at utilising hardware resources in a distributed setting. Even though it better utilises the distributed hardware
resources, its training is expensive with BP and using a single device. The network consists of a stack of convolutional
kernels with 3 × 3 filters, and pooling layers with the same
kernel shape (3×3). In all cases, we use striding one, so that
there is no reduction in spatial dimensions. We use 64 channels in the first two consecutive blocks, and next 32 channels
for rest of the network except from the last layer that maps
back the latent space into 3 channels, which we interpret
as RGB channels. We use Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)
after each convolution, and hard hyperbolic tangent [10] in
the last layer. Each two consecutive convolutional layers
are followed by a single pooling layer. We use eight such
blocks that we assign to different distributed devices within
the Skip-Sideways units. We do not use a pooling layer after
the last convolutional layer. We use batch-normalization just
before ReLU. Figure 2b) illustrates the architecture showing
all the blocks.

4. Speed and Memory
We show results on speed improvements and memory
savings.
Space-to-depth. In all our experiments, we use space-todepth transformation, which makes computations more TPUfriendly. More precisely, we first divide each frame into
2-by-2 non-overlapping patches and then we align them
along the channel dimension. This transformation decreases
each spatial dimension by two, and increases the channel
dimension by four. Equivalently, it also increases the spatial
receptive field of convolutional neural networks two times
per spatial dimension and results in fewer but more costly
convolutions (see Figure 4 in [14])1 . Overall, however, spaceto-depth transformation often speeds up training without
affecting the accuracy of the model, but this is hardware
and model specific. We also experiment with spacetime-todepth transformation where we repeat the same procedure
also along the time dimension. It further speeds up the
computations as shown in Table 1. For our experiments with
Sideways and Skip-Sideways, we keep a more pure setup
with only space-to-depth transformation. This is because we
want to explicitly model the temporal transitions through the
Sideways or Skip-Sideways temporal connections.
Rematerialization. Rematerialization [8] is a method that
saves memory at the cost of extra computation. That is,
1 https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/
nn/space_to_depth

steps
sec

Devices

Skip-Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
Skip-Sideways + VGG16
GPipe [4] + VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16
BP + 3D VGG16 (Remat)
BP + Causal 3D VGG16
BP + I3D [2]

2.3
3.6
7.2
4.2
1.9
1.5
2.4
2.9

1
2
8
8
1
1
1
1

BP + 3D VGG16 (Batch)
BP + I3D (Batch)
BP + I3D (Batch)∗

5.5
6.5
7.9

8
8
8

Table 1: Speed comparisons of various training strategies and
architectures in number of steps per second. Column devices
indicates the number of parallel devices used for distributed
training. All models use K600, 32 frames, resolution 224 ×
224, and batch-size 8. (Remat) denotes rematerialization [8].
The last two rows are the exceptions and use batch-size 1
per device. We use space-to-depth transformation. ∗ denotes
space-time-to-depth transformation.

the technique recomputes some intermediate activations
instead of storing them in memory. Specifically, we use
‘haiku.remat’ where we rematerialize each vgg-block consisting of two or three 3D CNNs.

5. Theoretical savings
Sideways and Skip-Sideways do not propagate gradients
back in time, only forward in time. This means that, in
contrast to the traditional backpropagation, both mechanisms do not need to store activations over a long sequence.
Therefore the memory cost is the same as the cost of doing backpropagation of per-frame models and is independent of the number of frames. Hence, as long as the
memory savings are concerned, both mechanisms should
scale up indefinitely with respect to the duration of the
video. Moreover, in a distributed setting, if we do not count
the costs of inter-device communication, the overall speed
should be bounded only by the speed of the slowest device. That is, if the network is a composition of D modules
Mθ (x[t] ) = HD (·, θD )◦HD−1 (·, θD−1 )◦. . .◦H1 (x[t] , θ1 )
and each module Hj sits on the j-th device, the run-time
T of Mθ is T (Mθ ) = maxj T (Hj ). Notice that with regular backprop the same runtime is the sum of runtimes of
individual modules.

sumption and see how those impact our training.
Frame-rate. We run experiments on HMDB51 to investigate the effect of hyperparameters (learning rate and input frame rate) on training stability for the proposed SkipSideways compared to the original Sideways [9]. Intuitively,
the higher the learning rate or the lower the frame-rate,
the more we depart from our initial assumptions about the
smoothness of the input or intermediate activations across
time steps, hence the less stable the training should be. For
frame-rate, we consider the values 30fps, 15fps, 7fps, 4fps.
For learning rates, we use the values 1.0, 0.1, 0.01.
Figure 3 shows the behaviour when using different initial learning rates and Figure 4 shows the behaviour when
varying the input frame-rate.
In both figures, it can be observed that the proposed SkipSideways (on the right) has a more stable training compared
to Sideways. In particular, our Skip-Sideways is much more
robust w.r.t. frame-rate. We hypothesise that through shortcut and direct connections, the network can build smoother
representation, for instance, by interpolating between frames
in the hidden space.
Montage shots. We run experiments on HMDB51, where
we create training sequences by assembling a new video from
two or more different clips, which we call montage shots.
Here, we investigate two scenarios. In the first scenario, we
assemble 32 frames videos by concatenating 16 frames from
one video and 16 frames from another video sampled from
the same batch. Labels follow the same procedure. That is,
the first 16 labels come from the first video, and the next
16 labels come from the second video. We also experiment
with the concatenation of 3 video clips, each with 16 frames.
Figure 5 shows the results. We can see a certain degree of
robustness to cuts in a video clip. The more cuts, the worse
the performance of the method.
In the second scenario, we interleave frames from all
videos. That is, we use the 1st frame from the video 1, then
the 1st frame from the video 2, then the 1st frame from the
video 3, then the 2nd frame from the video 1, then the 2nd
frame from the video 2, then the 2nd frame from the video
3, and repeat that for a total of 48 frames, with 16 frames
per clip. Note that the method, by design, is robust for
interleaving 2 video clips as there is no interference between
neurons operating on consecutive frames (e.g., x[1] and x[2]
in Figure 1, in the main paper). We did not manage to train
the network with Skip-Sideways in that setting.
In both experiments, we use per-frame losses with perframe labels. All the results above indicate that our SkipSideways training is robust if the input is reasonably smooth.

7. Qualitative results
6. Stability
Our method assumes smoothness of the input signal. In
this section, we investigate two settings that break that as-

We provide further qualitative results for the future frame
prediction task. Here, we use higher frame resolution 224 ×
224. Note that the same resolution is maintained over all the

layers of our neural networks, from the input input towards
the output. We compare Sideways with Skip-Sideways to
show the difference between both when the information is
aggregated temporally. As noted in the main paper, using
Full-Res models is expensive for BP. This shows that we
can possibly use computationally or memory-wise more
expensive models in video modelling. We show the results
in Figure 6.
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F23
<latexit sha1_base64="0GgLhhP9SAqyAL7eYQosUx+rYTY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9FgUxGMF0xbaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GU/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY0EmmGPosEYlqhVSj4BJ9w43AVqqQxqHAZji8mfrNJ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqXPOKMGiv5t4/n3Wq3VHYr7gxkmXg5KUOOerf01eklLItRGiao1m3PTU0wpspwJnBS7GQaU8qGtI9tSyWNUQfj2bETcmqVHokSZUsaMlN/T4xprPUoDm1nTM1AL3pT8T+vnZnoKhhzmWYGJZsvijJBTEKmn5MeV8iMGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbD5FG4K3+PIyaVQrnlvx7i/Ktes8jgIcwwmcgQeXUIM7qIMPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/6KqOFA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="rCVtgPaB+TcCB4Ef7AW879RUUuM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZrD2oNbGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxOCjiE=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="HQzj1zmz3Q2iVS7/xkrSDKvp8ZA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZrD2oNXGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxUHjiI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cTQeuNrS78n+Dthfc5W+cBj3ZQ0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3azW7Y3Qgl9D948aCIV/+PN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gknN7nfeaJKMynuzTShQYxHgkWMYGOldnPgPbiVQbXm1t050CrxClKDAq1B9as/lCSNqTCEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNJPNU0wmeAR7VkqcEx1kM2vnaEzqwxRJJUtYdBc/T2R4VjraRzazhibsV72cvE/r5ea6DrImEhSQwVZLIpSjoxE+etoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTagPARv+eVV0r6oe27du7usNZpFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAG30AIfCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ARH7jiA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E7YJVYZXvPGTuq51YDIFHF8aj3w=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNREI8VTFtoY9lsp+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+goeNUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+WDGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzk3z6ed71uueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9W75q9OLWRqhNExQrduem5ggo8pwJnBS6qQaE8pGdIBtSyWNUAfZ7NgJObFKj/RjZUsaMlN/T2Q00nochbYzomaoF72p+J/XTk3/Ksi4TFKDks0X9VNBTEymn5MeV8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbD4lG4K3+PIyaZxVPbfq3V9Uatd5HEU4gmM4BQ8uoQZ3UAcfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/5yaOEw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="p1p3q+taXWjSWaB3s9ROfIi8ldU=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZrD2kOtNCxX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKM1LH8NRpIkERWGcKx133Nj46dYGUY4nZcGiaYxJlM8pn1LBY6o9tPFtXN0YZURCqWyJQxaqL8nUhxpPYsC2xlhM9GrXib+5/UTE177KRNxYqggy0VhwpGRKHsdjZiixPCZJZgoZm9FZIIVJsYGlIXgrb68Tjq1qudWvburSqOZx1GEMziHS/CgDg24hRa0gcAjPMMrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPHxaMjiM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yqoyVoXvFrQuarDIoHRDBm4u78U=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIoMdSLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8x2/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm9xvPzFtuJL3dpKwICZDySNOiXVSq97HD7jUL1f8qj8DWiV4QSqwQKNf/uoNFE1jJi0VxJgu9hMbZERbTgWblnqpYQmhYzJkXUcliZkJstm1U3TmlAGKlHYlLZqpvycyEhsziUPXGRM7MsteLv7ndVMbXQcZl0lqmaTzRVEqkFUofx0NuGbUiokjhGrubkV0RDSh1gWUh4CXX14lrYsq9qv47rJSqy/iKMIJnMI5YLiCGtxCA5pA4RGe4RXePOW9eO/ex7y14C1mjuEPvM8fE4COIQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4HZT/XT6uOsXOw+C4ZhGTRbut3c=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMdSLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8x2/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4JvfbT0wbruS9nSQsiMlQ8ohTYp3UqvfxAy71yxVcxTOgVeIvSAUWaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1cWKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNrt2is6cMkCR0q6kRTP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtnLxf+8bmqj6yDjMkktk3S+KEoFsgrlr6MB14xaMXGEUM3drYiOiCbUuoDyEPzll1dJ66Lq46p/d1mp1RdxFOEETuEcfLiCGtxCA5pA4RGe4RXePOW9eO/ex7y14C1mjuEPvM8fEHSOHw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="lwazjsBCGTmJGRio+QAVJoGXI7E=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GNREI8VTFtoY9lsp+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+goeNUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0M/WbT6g0j+WDGScYRHQgeZ8zaqzk3z6ed91uueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9W75q9OLWRqhNExQrduem5ggo8pwJnBS6qQaE8pGdIBtSyWNUAfZ7NgJObFKj/RjZUsaMlN/T2Q00nochbYzomaoF72p+J/XTk3/Ksi4TFKDks0X9VNBTEymn5MeV8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbD4lG4K3+PIyaZxVPbfq3V9Uatd5HEU4gmM4BQ8uoQZ3UAcfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHMIfOJ8/5aKOEg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="4+V8E6/63fHdGl2ZNEXalFnX05I=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMdSLx4rmFpoY9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMkmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lfwhHNzP/4YlrIxJ1j+OUBzEdKBEJRtFKfuPxolfrlStu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eyVv7r9hGUxV8gkNabjuSkGE6pRMMmnpW5meErZiA54x1JFY26CyfzYKTmzSp9EibalkMzV3xMTGhszjkPbGVMcmmVvJv7ndTKMroOJUGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5z0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytPmUbAje8surpFWrem7Vu7us1Bt5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA630AQfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/4oqOEA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qWCHYYL1VljZax5St+FsGgAZMWI=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZpD76FWGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxUFjiI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="g0NpyoZgvDOmXADSRyxdcRX90Bw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbSSX3+87Hm9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8VgQjUKJvm01M0MTykb0QHvWKpozE0wmR87JWdW6ZMo0bYUkrn6e2JCY2PGcWg7Y4pDs+zNxP+8TobRTTARKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmn5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNp+SDcFbfnmVNC+qnlv17q8qtXoeRxFO4BTOwYNrqMEdNMAHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP4QaODw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="x64EeDnl7cL2vfc/4o7+N05xNbA=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3azW7Y3Qgl9D948aCIV/+PN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gknN7nfeaJKMynuzTShQYxHgkWMYGOldnPgPniVQbXm1t050CrxClKDAq1B9as/lCSNqTCEY617npuYIMPKMMLprNJPNU0wmeAR7VkqcEx1kM2vnaEzqwxRJJUtYdBc/T2R4VjraRzazhibsV72cvE/r5ea6DrImEhSQwVZLIpSjoxE+etoyBQlhk8twUQxeysiY6wwMTagPARv+eVV0r6oe27du7usNZpFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAG30AIfCDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ARH5jiA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="snbcpx8EijqzlZX0XyehRIfoxuA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktQj2WevFYwX5Au5Zsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjpaJIrRNJJeqF2BNORO0bZjhtBcriqOA024wvcn87hNVmklxb2Yx9SM8FixkBBsrdZpD96FWGpYrbtVdAK0TLycVyNEalr8GI0mSiApDONa677mx8VOsDCOczkuDRNMYkyke076lAkdU++ni2jm6sMoIhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkWB7YywmehVLxP/8/qJCa/9lIk4MVSQ5aIw4chIlL2ORkxRYvjMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2MDykLwVl9eJ51a1XOr3t1VpdHM4yjCGZzDJXhQhwbcQgvaQOARnuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nDxN+jiE=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zuiw5heMvC3Rnddj4NgDh16fvGk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GOpF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94DjlQUwHSkSCUbSSX3+87Lm9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8VgQjUKJvm01M0MTykb0QHvWKpozE0wmR87JWdW6ZMo0bYUkrn6e2JCY2PGcWg7Y4pDs+zNxP+8TobRTTARKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmn5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNp+SDcFbfnmVNC+qnlv17q8qtXoeRxFO4BTOwYNrqMEdNMAHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucP34KODg==</latexit>

F00
<latexit sha1_base64="H7ntPC6Xyr8QBagUPqXfGPHMmk0=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lawIeiwK4rGC2xbatWTTbBuazS5JVihLf4MXD4p49Qd589+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYS8g3WlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNk2SacZ8lMtHtkBouheK+FVbydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPdpzyIKYDJSLBqHWSf9sjj6RXqZIamQEvE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFXlklqTMcjqQ1yqq1gkk/K3czwlLIRHfCOo4rG3AT57NgJPnVKH0eJdqUsnqm/J3IaGzOOQ9cZUzs0i95U/M/rZDa6CnKh0sxyxeaLokxim+Dp57gvNGdWjh2hTAt3K2ZDqimzLp+yC8FbfHmZNM9rHql59xfV+nURRwmO4QTOwINLqMMdNMAHBgKe4RXekEIv6B19zFtXUDF
sha1_base64="H7ntPC6Xyr8QBagUPqXfGPHMmk0=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lawIeiwK4rGC2xbatWTTbBuazS5JVihLf4MXD4p49Qd589+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYS8g3WlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNk2SacZ8lMtHtkBouheK+FVbydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPdpzyIKYDJSLBqHWSf9sjj6RXqZIamQEvE68gVSjQ6FW+uv2EZTFXlklqTMcjqQ1yqq1gkk/K3czwlLIRHfCOo4rG3AT57NgJPnVKH0eJdqUsnqm/J3IaGzOOQ9cZUzs0i95U/M/rZDa6CnKh0sxyxeaLokxim+Dp57gvNGdWjh2hTAt3K2ZDqimzLp+yC8FbfHmZNM9rHql59xfV+nURRwmO4QTOwINLqMMdNMAHBgKe4RXekEIv6B19zFtXUDFzBH+APn8A4RKODw==</latexit>
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Figure 3: Robustness on the training fold with respect to the choice of the initial learning rate for Sideways (left) and our
Skip-Sideways (right). Red, green and blue denote the initial learning rate as 0.01, 0.1, 1.0. Solid curves depict the mean and
shaded areas show variance across various input frame-rates.

Figure 4: Robustness on the training fold with respect to the choice of the input frame-rate for Sideways (left) and our
Skip-Sideways (right). Red, olive, green and violet denote the input frame-rate as 30, 15, 7, 4 respectively. Solid curves depict
the mean and shaded areas show variance across various input initial learning rates.

Figure 5: Robustness of Skip-Sideways on the montage experiments where we concatenate two (left) or three (right) video
clips into a larger video. Red, green and blue denote the initial learning rate as 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01. We can see that in general
more video cuts hurt the performance. Sometimes the learning collapses for larger learning rates.
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Figure 6: Qualitative results for two video sequences from the validation fold of Kinetics600, where the models need to
generate the frame at step t + 8 into the future given frames up to t. From top to bottom: input frames, ground-truth output
frames, predictions of Full-Res trained with Sideways, predictions of Full-Res trained with Skip-Sideways. We can observe
that the predictions of the model trained with Sideways are blurry and semantically similar to inputs, indicating that the model
lags behind. On the contrary, the predictions of the model trained with Skip-Sideways are sharper and semantically closer to
the ground-truth output frames. We use resolution 224 × 224.

